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Climate models predict that the concentration of water 

vapor in the upper troposphere could double by the end of 

the century as a result of increases in greenhouse gases.

Such moistening plays a key role in amplifying the rate at

which the climate warms in response to anthropogenic

activities but has been difficult to detect because of 

deficiencies in conventional observing systems. We use

satellite measurements to highlight a distinct radiative

signature of upper tropospheric moistening over the

period 1982 to 2004. The observed moistening is

accurately captured by climate model simulations and

lends further credence to model projections of future

global warming.

The importance of water vapor in regulating climate is 

undisputed. It is the dominant greenhouse gas, trapping more

of Earth’s heat than any other gaseous constituent (1). As the

climate warms in response to increases in other greenhouse

gases such as carbon dioxide, the concentrations of water

vapor are expected to increase (2–7). If water vapor

concentrations do increase in a warmer world, the added

absorption will act to further amplify the initial warming.

Models of Earth’s climate suggest that this serves as a

powerful positive feedback, more than doubling the

sensitivity of the surface temperature to an anthropogenic

forcing (8–11).

All climate models predict that the concentration of water 

vapor in the upper troposphere will increase dramatically in

the future (9, 12). However the validity of such projections

has been debated for over a decade (13, 14). Some argue that

the concentrations in the upper troposphere might actually

decrease in a warmer climate, noting the simplified treatment

of convection and cloud-related processes in current models

and the important role that they play in governing the

distribution of moisture (15–17).

Here we use climate model simulations and satellite

measurements to demonstrate the presence of a distinct 

radiative signature of upper tropospheric moistening on

interannual to decadal time scales. The observed moistening

is consistent with model simulations and corresponds

approximately to a constant relative humidity increase in

upper tropospheric moisture (18). We further demonstrate

that without such an increase, the model would be unable to

reproduce the satellite-observed radiance record.

The distribution of water vapor is highly variable in both

space and time. Because the equilibrium vapor pressure of 

water depends strongly on temperature, the concentration of

water vapor diminishes rapidly with height. Yet because the

absorptivity of water vapor is proportional to the logarithm of

its concentration, it is the fractional change in water vapor

mass, not the absolute change, which governs its strength as a 

feedback mechanism.

Model calculations of the fractional change in global-mean

water vapor mixing ratio (19) using the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) atmospheric general

circulation model (20) indicate a distinct upper tropospheric

amplification to the simulated changes in water vapor over

the past two decades (21) (fig. S1). A similar vertical 

amplification is predicted to occur over the coming century in

response to increases in anthropogenic greenhouse gases and

is a robust feature of all climate model projections (9, 12, 18).

Simulations of the 21st century climate using the GFDL

coupled ocean-atmosphere model indicate an increase in

lower tropospheric water vapor of ~20% by the end of the

century, but an upper tropospheric increase of ~100% (21)

(fig. S1). Such dramatic moistening highlights the

significance of upper tropospheric water vapor as a feedback

mechanism and underscores the importance of its

measurement to the detection and attribution of climate

change.

Previous studies have demonstrated the presence of

regional moistening trends in the lower troposphere since the

mid-1970s from radiosonde measurements (22, 23). Increases

in the total column water vapor mass (19) have also been 

observed over the global oceans since the mid-1980s from

satellites (24, 25). These lower tropospheric moistening
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trends are strongly linked to changes in surface temperature

and are consistent with that expected under the assumption of 

constant relative humidity.

The model used here is an atmospheric general circulation

model (GCM) integrated with specified sea surface

temperatures (20). Four sets of model integrations are 

performed, each starting in January of 1982, when satellite-

observed SSTs become available, and ending in December

2004. Because the global anomalies of the ensemble members

are nearly identical, only the results from the first member are 

displayed in the figures, but the trends and standard errors of

the trends for all members are summarized in Table 1 (26).

When forced with observed sea-surface temperatures, this

model successfully reproduces the observed column

integrated moistening changes over this period (Fig. 1). 

However, because the mass of water vapor decreases rapidly

with height, the column integral is primarily weighted by the

lower troposphere and its largely thermodynamic behavior is

unsurprising (21). Consequently, the projected increase of

column integrated water vapor in response to global warming

is of little debate and its agreement with models provides only 

limited reassurance in their simulation of water vapor

feedback (9).

In contrast, water vapor in the free troposphere is not so

directly constrained by thermodynamic arguments (21) and

its response to global warming has been the subject of long-

standing controversy (9, 15–17). Given the radiative

importance of moisture changes in the upper troposphere (9,

10), it is important that humidity changes there are 

demonstrably consistent between models and observations.

Although an international network of weather balloons has

carried water vapor sensors for over half a century, changes

in instrumentation and poor calibration make such sensors

unsuitable for detecting trends in upper tropospheric water 

vapor (27). Similarly, global reanalysis products also suffer

from spurious variability and trends related to changes in data

quality and data coverage (24).

Satellite observations using the High Resolution Infrared

Radiometer Sounder (HIRS) provide a global, temporally-

coherent archive of radiance measurements in the 6.3 m

water vapor absorption band from 1979 to the present. The

radiance channel centered at 6.7 m (channel 12) is sensitive

to water vapor integrated over a broad layer of the upper

troposphere (200 to 500 hPa) and has been widely used for

studies of upper tropospheric water vapor (28). Since clouds 

strongly attenuate the infrared radiation, we restrict our

analysis to clear-sky radiances in which the upwelling

radiation in channel 12 is not affected by clouds (29).

Figure 2 compares the satellite-observed equivalent

blackbody temperatures from channel 12 (T12) from the

HIRS instrument with those computed from the model’s

temperature and moisture profiles (30). Under clear skies, 

T12 is primarily sensitive to changes in relative humidity

averaged over a deep layer of the upper troposphere (roughly

200 to 500 hPa) (21). Thus, if the water vapor mass in the

upper troposphere decreases by conserving relative humidity

as the atmosphere cools, only a small perturbation to T12

would be expected.

While significant trends in T12 do occur regionally (31,

32), the globally averaged radiance record from HIRS shows

little trend over the 20 year period. This lack of trend is 

consistent with that derived from previous studies (21, 33–36)

and insensitive to the intercalibration of the radiance records

from individual satellites (21). The model simulations also

yield little trend in global-mean T12, implying that there is 

little change in global mean relative humidity over this

period. In fact, the model-simulated anomalies are nearly

identical to those obtained if one repeats the calculation of 

T12 under the assumption of a constant relative humidity

change in the model’s water vapor field (21). This confirms

that both the observations and GCM simulations are, to first

order, consistent with a constant relative humidity behavior.

In contrast, consider the trend in T12 that would result if 

there was no increase in water vapor mass in the model’s

upper troposphere (shown as a green curve in Fig. 2A) (21).

In this case, the T12 would increase by more than 0.5 K over

the period from 1982 to 2000, more than four times what was

observed, due to an increase in Planck emission (warming)

without a compensating increase in atmospheric attenuation

(moistening). This discrepancy is much larger than the

standard error in the trend estimates and is consistent across

all GCM ensemble members (Table 1). Thus the model would

be unable to reproduce the observed radiance record without

a nearly constant relative-humidity moistening of the upper

troposphere.

Because the anomalies in T12 are a function of both 

moisture and temperature changes over this period, it is 

important to verify the credibility of the model-simulated

temperature variations. For this purpose, the global-mean

tropospheric temperature anomalies observed from the

Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) channel 2 radiances (T2)

are compared with those simulated from the GCM (Fig. 2B).

The MSU T2 radiances are primarily sensitive to the

temperature averaged over a deep layer of the troposphere

(roughly 200 to 800 hPa). Observations are shown for both

the University of Alabama-Huntsville (UAH) (37) and

Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) (38) versions of MSU

channel 2. Over the period 1982 to 2004, the GCM-simulated

T2 anomalies are nearly identical in pattern to those observed

from MSU regardless of which record is used. The linear

trend of the GCM-simulated T2 (0.18 K/decade) (21) is in

close agreement with the RSS T2 trend (0.17 K/decade).

However, both the GCM and RSS trends are roughly a factor
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of 2 larger than the UAH trend, reflecting differences

between the UAH and RSS reconstruction methods (38).

The trend in upper tropospheric water vapor are more

easily depicted by differencing the global-mean MSU channel

2 and HIRS channel 12 radiance measurements (T2-T12). As

the atmosphere moistens, the emission level for T12 increases

due to the increasing opacity of water vapor along the satellite 

line of sight. On the other hand, because the concentration of

oxygen does not vary by any appreciable amount, the

emission level for the MSU T2 remains constant. Therefore,

if the atmosphere moistens, the brightness temperature

difference T2-T12 will increase over time due to the

divergence of their emission levels. If, on the other hand, the

moisture in the upper troposphere does not increase, the

emission level for T12 would remain unchanged and T2-T12

would show little change over time.

Both the HIRS observations and GCM simulations

indicate an increase in T2-T12 over this period, reflecting the

moistening of the upper troposphere (Fig. 2C). The model-

simulated anomalies in T2-T12 increase at a rate of 0.14

K/decade from 1982 to 2004. However, if the concentrations

of water vapor are held constant when computing the model’s

T12, (green curve in Fig. 2C) the trend in T2-T12 becomes

negative (–0.04K/decade), in stark contrast with that 

observed.

Both RSS (0.16) and UAH (0.08) reveal increases in T2-

T12 over this period (Fig. 2C), although the magnitude of the

linear trend is roughly twice as large when using RSS T2 than

using UAH T2, reflecting the uncertainty in the rate at which

the troposphere has warmed over this period (38, 39).

However it is important to note that while the linear trends

differ between the UAH and RSS T2, both show similar

variability at lower frequencies and that this variability is 

consistent with a moist-adiabatic warming (40) and constant

relative humidity moistening of the upper troposphere. In

contrast, the “no moistening” version of the model radiance

simulations is unable to capture the either the observed

variability or the linear trend in T2-T12.

The zonal mean of the trend in T2-T12 (Fig. 3) further

highlights the consistency between the observed and GCM-

simulated radiance record with both showing largest increases

in upper tropospheric water vapor in the tropics and smaller

decreases near the poles, including a local maximum in the

northern subtropics between 0-30N. In contrast, the zonal-

mean trends in T2-T12 for the “no moistening” scenario is 

negative in most latitudes, in stark contrast to either the

HIRS/RSS or HIRS/UAH record. Note that there are regions

where the model simulated trend of T2-T12 departs

significantly from the constant relative humidity

approximation, the cause of which warrant further scrutiny.

Upper tropospheric water vapor provides a powerful

feedback for amplifying climate change and its increase is a

crucial ingredient to model projections of future global

warming. An accurate understanding of the changes in upper

tropospheric moisture over time is necessary to verify its role

in amplifying climate sensitivity. We use satellite 

measurements to highlight a distinct radiative signature of 

upper tropospheric moistening on interannual to decadal time

scales over the period 1982 to 2004. To reproduce the

observed radiance record requires a global moistening of the

upper troposphere in response to atmospheric warming that is

roughly equivalent in magnitude to that predicted under the

assumption of constant relative humidity. This behavior is

consistent with that simulated from current models and

provides key quantitative evidence in support of their ability

to predict the climate feedback from upper tropospheric water

vapor. Given the importance of water vapor feedback in

determining the climatic response to anthropogenic forcings,

such confirmation is essential to the use of these models for

global warming projections.
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Fig. 1. The global mean (ocean-only) anomalies in column

integrated water vapor from GFDL atmospheric GCM

simulations forced with observed sea surface temperatures

(20; red) and satellite observations from SSMI (25; black).

Fig. 2. The global mean time series of T12 (top), T2 (middle)

and T2-T12 (bottom) from GCM simulations (red) and

satellite observations (black). The model simulated radiances

are also shown from calculations using a seasonally-varying

climatological profile with no moistening trend (green line;
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21) and a prescribed moisture profile which moistens at a 

constant relative humidity rate (red dashed line; 21). All time

series are smoothed using a 6-month running mean.

Fig. 3. An area-weighted projection of the zonal mean of the

local trend in T2-T12 (K/decade) for satellite observations

(black) and GCM simulations (red). The corresponding trends

in T2-T12 for model simulated radiances under the constraint

of no moistening (green line; 21) and constant relative

humidity moistening (red dashed line; 21) are also shown.
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Table 1. The linear least-squares trend ±2 standard errors of the linear trend for satellite observations and climate model

simulations of total column water vapor, T12, T2, and T12-T2. The standard errors are estimated following Weatherhead et al.

(26). The right hand column depicts the trends for which the GCM-simulated T12 was computed under the “no moistening”

scenario (21). Satellite observed trends are computed using the SSMI total column water vapor (25), HIRS T12 (21), and MSU

T2 for both RSS (38) and UAH (37). GCM trends are shown for each of the four model ensemble members. Bold indicates

results shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Satellite GCM GCM (no moistening)

total column vapor 

(%/decade)

1.40 ± 0.78 (SSMI) 1.20 ± 0.98

1.37 ± 0.78 

1.20 ± 0.78 

1.32 ± 0.98 

T12

(K/decade)

0.00 ± 0.04 (HIRS) 0.06 ± 0.04

0.07 ± 0.04 

0.08 ± 0.04 

0.06 ± 0.04 

0.24 ± 0.12

0.24 ± 0.12 

0.26 ± 0.10 

0.23 ± 0.12 

T2

(K/decade)

0.17 ± 0.08 (RSS) 

0.08 ± 0.08 (UAH) 

0.19 ± 0.08

0.19 ± 0.08 

0.21 ± 0.08 

0.18 ± 0.08 

T2-T12

(K/decade)

0.17 ± 0.06 (RSS) 

0.08 ± 0.06 (UAH) 

0.13 ± 0.08

0.12 ± 0.06 

0.14 ± 0.06 

0.13 ± 0.06 

-0.04 ± 0.04

-0.05 ± 0.06 

-0.05 ± 0.04 

-0.05 ± 0.04 
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